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Abstract— Recently the web services have been used in most 

business applications and it’s not just a fad. The shift from 

traditional software models to the cloud has become a real fact, 

so the security of data transfer in web services is very important 

for its survival in which we need to secure it from hacking 

threats. The brute force attack is considered as one of these 

threats in which  the attacker guesses identity and/or the  

credentials through the use of brute force, but we  can avoid this 

vulnerability by using a strong authentication technique like 

multi-factor authentication in which  the client authentication 

not only comprises from username and password but also it 

includes  another factors like one time password, hardware 

identity and time and the authentication process will be 

completed by multi-stage that is  considered the steps for 

authentication. In this way, we can prevent the theft of the 

services provided by web service hosted on the cloud. This 

provides protection for both service providers and users’ data. 

 

Index Terms—Web service, Security, Multi-Factor 

Authentication, Multifactor Authentication, Cloud Security.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Concerning its broad perspective, the term Web service 

refers to the delivery of scalable IT services over the Internet 

or local area networks, instead of providing it locally. This 

service can be used by different types of applications and 

services, as well as the calculation methods over the network. 

It can also be used in the integration between two 

organizations. So it must be secured and accessible. As a 

strong security protection is needed, a reasonable level of 

accessibility should not be impeded. For this reason, we must 

balance between security against threats and the ease of 

accessibility. 

Currently, web services are used intensively to enable the 

delivery of Software as a Service (SaaS) over computing 

clouds.   

 

There are a lot of threats facing the use of web service 

technology and cloud computing like: 

 Network eavesdropping. An attacker steals 

identity and/or credentials off the network by 

reading network traffic not intended for them. 

 Brute force attacks. An attacker guesses identity 

and/or credentials through the use of brute force. 

 Dictionary attacks. An attacker guesses identity 

and/or credentials through the use of common terms 

in a dictionary designed for that purpose. 

 Cookie replay attacks. An attacker gains access to 

an authenticated session through the reuse of a 

stolen cookie containing session information. 

 Credential theft. An attacker gains access to 

credentials through data theft; for instance, phishing 

or social engineering. 

 

These threats may cause service breakdown or allowing 

hackers to obtain sensitive data. Hackers can also login to the 

system making a transaction they aren’t authorized to do.  

In this paper, we will mitigate such attacks by providing 

strong Multi-Factor Authentication algorithm to prevent 

these threats. 

Before elaborating into the details of our solution, let’s 

first introduce some basic important definitions: 

 

Definition 1: A Web Service is a public interface that 

provides access to a unit of functionality and it is offered by 

an electronic device to another electronic device, 

communicating with each other via the World Wide Web or 

local area network. 

Definition 2: Cloud computing refers to the ability to use 

shared computing resources with local servers handling 

applications. With cloud computing users do not worry about 

the location and the storage of their data. They just start using 

the services anywhere and at any time. In Cloud there are 

three service models: 

  Software as a Service (SaaS): in this model 

software applications are provided in the form of web 

service. These applications could be small such as a word 

processor or huge such as a complete Enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) system,  

Platform as a service (PaaS): this model enables 

consumers to deploy their own applications into the cloud 

infrastructure. Programming languages and application 

development tools used must be supported by the provider. 

For example, GoogleApps. 

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): Consumers are 

able to provision storage, network, processing, and other 

resources, and deploy and operate arbitrary software, ranging 

from applications to operating systems [1]. 

 

Definition 3: Authentication refers to the identification of 

persons who have a permission to access the system. There 

are two types of authentication: 

Single factor authentication is a method of 

authentication that uses one factor in establishing 

authentication like username and password.  

Multi-factor authentication is a method of 

authentication that uses a lot of factors in authentication like 

username and password as a factor and machine identifier as 

another factor…etc. 

As the web service will be published on public or private 

cloud then clients can access this service without any 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_wide_web
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network limitations, so the security applied on web service 

must be strong enough to secure the service [2-6]. 

 

    The remainder of this paper will be organized as 

follows: previous work is introduced in Section II. Section III 

presents our multi-factor proposed solution. Then, Section IV 

gives details of implementation. Section V, provides security 

analysis. The performances evaluation experiments are then 

presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII draws up our 

conclusions and future works. 

 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 

There is more than one way to authenticate a web service, 

but all of them must deny users to access the service before 

authentication, for example: 

 S. Safdar, et al.  [7], described a method of using two-

dimensional n*n password in terms of providing secure 

authentication to inactive users of the system during 

vulnerable state. It is based on the fact that if the system 

goes in to unsafe state due to some intrusion threat then 

to make the system available to the end user, it is 

required by the users to re-authenticate using special 

mechanism. These users can become active once 

authenticated and can continue their tasks using ultimate 

services. These n*n passwords are long and complex, 

hence are difficult to memorize. But these can be very 

useful in certain alarming situations such as in case of 

system being under threat. Proposed methods provide 

the maximum benefits in terms of secure authentication 

to the system resources that is under threat. However, it 

dependent on text password only and the password 

generated by server only so it is not fixable in heavy 

transaction. 

 R. Miruna, et al. [8], discussed three factors for 

authentication in computer networks, both public and 

private, that are used every day to conduct transactions 

and communications among businesses, government 

agencies and individuals. The networks are comprised of 

"nodes", which are "client" terminals and one or more 

"servers" and/or "host" computers. Their techniques are 

the main contributions of generic framework deals with 

three factors authentication: 

 Username and Password  

   Graphical Key  

   Finger Print  

However, biometric password authentication and 

graphical key are not significant because these factors 

couldn't identify the user, also anyone can send the same 

image to the server and authenticate to the system. So, these 

factors are not secure. 

 

 J. Malik, et al. [9], proposed a two-factor authentication 

through networks: 

 QR (quick response) Code 

 One-Time Password 

However, QR is needed for human authentication, not a 

machine authentication so this technique is not available for 

web service authentication. 

 H. Dinesha, et al. [10], presented the multidimensional 

password generation technique along with architecture, 

sequence diagrams, algorithms and typical user 

interfaces. Like image and text password with multi-

dimensional password generation technique.  

However, the password generator in server side so the 

client must be sending the authentication data and images 

every time to the server to generate the password and 

established the authentication process. It is not efficiently 

because it will take a lot of time to upload images and may 

be hacked by spoofing. 

 

In this paper, a security solution for this particular case 

had been developed by using multi-factor authentication in 

web service that enables the clients to access the web service 

after passing multi-factor authentication and multi-stage 

validation. While our solution is implemented in the context 

of cloud environment, it could be adapted for other context. 

III. SOLUTION APPROACH  

Our solution approach will be specified in the 

development of the Multi-Factor Authentication to reach our 

goal in providing new techniques for a secured web service 

and to mitigate security threats that users and service 

provides may have in cloud computing environment.  

A. The solution entities: 

For the purpose of the coming discussion, table 1 

summarizes the used notations. 

   
Table 1: used notations 

 

Notation Meaning 

Kc
-1  client private key  

Kc Client Public key 

Kws
-1 web service private key 

Kws web service Public key 

SK Session Key 

hOriginal Hash value of  originally installed program 

hNew The newly computed Hash value of  the 

currently used program 

S Signed digest 

 

    

Before accessing cloud computing web service, the user 

must register on the service. Upon his request for 

registration, three software modules will be installed in his 

device (Server, Personal Computer, laptop, phone or tablet): 

 

1. Key generation module: this piece of code is 

responsible for uniquely identifying the client 

device to the web service. It generates a unique 

Identification (ID) code for each device. It uses 

a combination of (BIOS) Basic Input Output 

System, MAC address, Hard disk, Processor, 

and Graphic driver identifiers as input to hasing 

function that  generates a unique  device Id. 

 

 Also, the generation module uses ElGamal [11] 

public key crypto schema for generating pair of 

keys: one privet, denoted by (Kc
-1) and the other 
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is public denoted by (Kc). The module stores the 

private key securely -encrypted- in the client  

machine, while the client public key along with  

device ID code are sent to the web service to be 

used in future authentication. 

 

2. Integrity check module:  This software module 

uses SHA3-512 algorithm [12] to generate  the 

hash value (hOriginal) for the above three modules 

and for the generated Device ID code, the 

resulting hash value (hOriginal) is digitally signed 

by the client private key to detect any tamper 

with modification or coping of these contents to 

other device. The resulting signed digist is 

denoted by (S). This signature is kept in the 

device to be checked for each call of the web 

service. 

 

3. Authentication module: this module will handle 

the mutual authentication process between 

client and web service.  

 

Figure 1 below illustrates the previously mentioned 

entities. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.  The solution entities. 

B. Steps of authentication: 

To get access to the web service, the client must follow 

the following phases: 

 

Phase 1: validate software integrity: in this step, integrity 

check module will instruct the Key generation module to 

reproduce the Device ID code for the running machine. After 

getting the ID code of the device, the module uses SHA-512 

algorithm to calculate the hash Value (hnew) for the installed 

modules and for the generated Device ID code.  

After that, the previously stored Digital signature (s) will be 

decrypted to get original hash value (hOriginal).  Then, compare 

(hOriginal) against (hnew), if they match then proceeds to the next 

step, otherwise, block the program. 

This previous step is very important to detect any temper 

with or malicious modifications by hackers or maleware to 

the original software to subvert its operations and to detect 

the copying of these modules to other unregistered machine 

which may result in theft of service. 

  

Phase 2: Mutual authentication: to allow the client to 

authenticate the web service and vice versa, the 

authentication module send the Device Id encrypted with 

web service public key (Kws). 

Upon receiving this message from the client, the web service 

decrypts the message using its own private key (Kws
-1).  The 

resulting Device ID will be used to check whether it is a 

registered device or not. If it is not registered the process is 

aborted and the connection will be terminated, while if it is a 

valid device, the ID will be used to retrieve client’s public 

key (Kc). 

The web service generates a onetime symmetric session key 

(SK) and sent to the client. To mitigate eavesdropping and  

sniffing the session key (SK) is encrypted by the client 

public key (Kc). the client decrypt the message using its own 

private key (Kc
-1) and retrieve the session key (Sk). SK will 

be used to protect data transfer during the session. 

Symmetric encryption technique is used because of its 

performance. While it is possible to negotiate different 

symmetric encryption algorithm, in our implementation we 

decided to use triple DES algorithm [13]. 

 

Note that, if the client fails to decrypt the session key this 

means that it is not the true owner of the public key 

registered on the web service and hence it will be prohibited 

from accessing the web service.  

 

Phase 3 Data Exchange: during this phase messages are 

exchanged between the client and the web service secured by 

the symmetric session key. The key is valid for one session 

and will be expired if the session timed out or terminated. 

  

Figure 2 depicts the Sequence Diagram for the complete 

Authentication process. 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Sequence Diagram for the Authentication process 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION  OF MULTI-FACTOR 

AUTHENTICATION FOR WEB  SERVICE 

To implement our solution, we developed two 

applications: 

A. Client application: This application is 

implemented as a windows application using C# 

programming language. This application 

Client Device 

 

Web Service 

Key 

generation 
Integrity 

check 

 

Authentication 
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implements the three client modules described 

above in section III.A. 

 

B. Web service: The second Application is a web 

service developed using ASP.Net. to register an 

new user and to validate its authenticity for each 

access as  described above in section III.A. The 

implemented web service was deployed on 

Microsoft Azure cloud which can be found on 

this URL http://ellisy.azurewebsites.net 

/Authentication.svc. 

Our choice of Microsoft Azure is because of its rich 

features, and due to the high support it provides to Dot Net 

programming framework. 

 

In the following we represent some screen shots of our 

implemented solution. Figure 3, represents Phase 1: software 

integrity check process. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Phase 1: software integrity check process. 

 

After checking the integrity of the software modules, the 

device ID is sent to the web service as illustrated in figure 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Device ID is sent to the web service 

 

 

Figure 5 depict one-time symmetric session key sent from 

web service to the client. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Shared session key. 

 

Figure 6 illustrates that after successful multi-factor mutual 

authentication, the client uses the session key to encrypt 

session communication with the web service.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6 Successful Authentication 

 

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

In this section we analyze our proposed solution for 

security threats to presents its strength against attacks.  

First of all, our proposed solution is based on multi-factor 

authentication which is more secure than single factor 

approach. We used two factors: 

- Device ID which is something the machine is. No 

other machine has the same device ID. 

- Client private key (Kc
-1) which is something the 

client knows. No other client knows this private key. 

If a hacker tries to spoof the device ID, he will not be 

able to decrypt web service response as he does not have the 

client private key (Kc
-1). The client private key is stored 

encrypted in the client machine. If a hacker or malware 

manage to penetrate the client machine, he will not be able to 

retrieve Client private key. 

Regarding Device ID it is only generated by our 

developed and signed software. This making device ID a 

difficult process. Also, client private key (Kc
-1) is sent 

encrypted by the web service public key (Kws) which prevent 

any other third party from knowing it. Moreover, the 

integrity of our modules is checked for each new exaction. 

This defiantly prevents alteration by hackers or malicious 

software. 

The process of sending the device ID encrypted by the 

web service public key (Kws) and sending the session secret 

key (SK) encrypted by the client public key (Kc) implicitly 

incurs challenge response and mutual authentication which 

increase the security level of our solution. 

Unlike single factor authentication our approach more 

secure and unbreakable by attacks such as network 

eavesdropping, brute force attacks, dictionary attacks or 

credential theft. 

VI. EXPERIMENTS FOR PERFORMANCE 

EVALUATION 

In this section, to precisely analyze the performance of our 

solution against single factor authentication, we implement a 

single factor authentication program which consists of login 

page and web service. After that we conducted our 

experiment with two different testbeds. 

 In the first testbed, both client software and web service 

components are placed in the same local machine, while in 

the second test bed the client software is installed in a laptop 
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computer and the web service is installed on Microsoft 

Azure cloud. 

For each test we measured the number of CPU clock cycles 

counter (Ticks) that each solution takes to complete the 

authentication process.  Given the number of ticks for each 

operation and the processor frequency, we calculated the 

time. Each test is repeated 10 times and the average is 

computed for each case. Table 2 represents the obtained 

results.  

 
Table 2: Performance test results 

 
Average time needed to complete the authentication process in 

milliseconds  

Single local Multi local Single cloud Multi cloud 

2.571 5.286 764.857 1551.286 

 

 

From these results, shown in table (2), we found that 

multi-factor authentication toke longer time than the single 

authentication and these results were accepted. As, if we 

need to increase the security level for our web service, we 

need to spend extra time. However, since the difference 

between single and multi-factor authentication time is very 

small, we can customize our combination to obtain the 

needed security level. However the high difference in time 

between local and cloud tests is due to network 

communication overhead. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Using the multi-factor authentication to access a web 

service reduces threats like Brute-force attacks and 

Dictionary attacks. In this paper a new multi-factor 

authentication had been implemented and tested. However, 

due to multi-level of authentication and cryptographic 

processing, this technique tiny affected the performance of 

the web service. Therefore, our future work is to use 

compression techniques, such that we can speed up the data 

transferred through the web service, and therefore, gain what 

we lost in time for multi-factor authentication. 
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